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Abstract
A previously developed, non-destructive, homemade vacuum method for
collecting biological material from handwritten documents had promising DNA results
for white copy paper, preserved indented writing, and latent prints. Prior to casework
implementation, additional validation experiments are warranted and here the method
was tested for different paper substrates. This work describes testing of notebook paper,
bank deposit slips, magazine pages, and manila envelopes. The quantity of recovered
DNA varied from donor to donor, but the mean quantities showed a trend that can be
explained by the different sizes and surface properties of the tested paper types. The
rougher paper type, like manila envelopes, yielded the most DNA, while the smaller
deposit slip yielded a lower amount of DNA. Magazine paper was very thin, difficult to
handle, and not ideal for DNA recovery. Furthermore, the exact manual vacuum method
technique was important. A single pass with the pipette opening (“single pass vacuum
method”) yielded less DNA than slowly and methodically going back and forth over the
same area (“double back vacuum method”), for each horizontal pass. Paper samples
obtained from an additional 10 volunteers, processed with the “double back vacuum
method”, yielded enough DNA (≥4 pg/µl) from copy paper (7/10), notebook paper
(6/10), deposit slips (2/10), magazine paper (1/10), and manila envelopes (9/10) for
subsequent STR profiling. Fingerprints were detected on all paper types. Friction ridge
detail quality was not affected by the vacuum collection process. As a result, this small
validation study supports that dry vacuuming should be implemented into casework.
There is minimal risk of damaging prints in the attempt of collecting DNA.
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Introduction
Handwritten documents are often the relevant evidence in crimes, such as
kidnapping and murder. Handwritten notes have been left at crime scenes or sent to
police investigators by some of the most well-known serial killers in history, such as
“The Zodiac Killer” and “Jack the Ripper” (Ricapito, 2017). When an individual touches
an object such as paper, there is a possibility of leaving behind fingerprints and
DNA. The deposition of DNA in conjunction with fingerprints on handwritten notes can
serve as key evidence for human identification, linking the perpetrator to the crime.
The ability to obtain both quality latent fingerprints and DNA profiles has been a
recent area of interest to investigators. Recently, McLaughlin (2019) developed a novel
vacuum method that allows for the collection of biological debris from a large surface
area, such as copy paper. This vacuum method was employed for DNA recovery from
handwritten documents. DNA recovery and DNA profiling proved feasible, with a yield
of greater than 70% of useful DNA profiles that were either eligible for FBI DNA
database upload or direct comparison. It was also discovered that this new method, unlike
tape lifting and wet swabbing, did not have an effect on the quality of latent fingerprints
and indented writing on copy paper.
Other paper substrates, such as notebook paper, manila envelopes, magazine
paper and deposit slips are commonly processed in casework. Magazine papers are often
seen in celebrity stalking incidents. Notes on deposit slips are often used to commit bank
robberies. The compatibility of these different paper substrates with the novel vacuum
method for the recovery of DNA and latent fingerprints, has not yet been tested.
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1. Literature Review
Pattern comparison and analysis is commonly employed for criminal
investigations. Multiple objects may share the same morphological and pattern
characteristics, known as class characteristics. These objects may also have unique
characteristics and patterns that make it possible to distinguish them from each other. The
application of pattern recognition for physical evidence in forensic science can
provide investigative leads, link a piece of evidence to the perpetrator of a crime, identify
suspect(s), link suspect(s) to a victim, and disprove or support witness testimony.
Fingerprints are one of the key pieces of physical evidence that can be subjected to
pattern analysis and compared to a fingerprint database to reveal the identity of a person
(De Forest, Gaensslen, & Lee, 1983/2013).
Fingerprints are the result of friction ridges on the surface of the epidermis
layer of skin. The ridges that make up the epidermal layer of friction ridge skin on the
palm and fingers are defined by primary ridges. The secondary ridges constitute the
furrows or valleys that are observed on the epidermal layer of friction ridge skin. The
ridges and furrows are rooted in the dermis through the primary and secondary ridges;
while also being interconnected with the dermal layer to provide arrangement and support
to the friction ridge skin. The alternating structure of the primary and secondary ridges on
the basement membrane of the epidermis also provides support for the ridges and furrows
on the surface of the friction ridge skin. Both the primary and secondary ridges start
forming during the fetal stage of human development and the pattern, unless distorted by
injury, remains persistent throughout an individual’s lifetime (Maceo, 2011). The features
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of friction ridges, when touched to an object, may leave an imprint of matching details to
a mirrored image of the fingerprint (Wertheim, 2011).
It is estimated that friction ridge impressions were used in China as early as 300
B.C. to distinguish individuals from each other (Barnes, 2011). Jan Ewangelista Purkyne
was the first to categorize and classify the geometric patterns on fingerprints (Purkyne,
1823). As early as 1858, Sir William Herschel was using a fingerprint system to identify
government pensioners as well as prisoners in India (Herschel, 1880). In 1880, Dr. Henry
Faulds suggested that fingerprints could be used as evidence for criminal identifications
(Faulds, 1880). Henry Faulds sought the help of Francis Galton with the possibility of
implementing fingerprints for criminal identifications (Grzybowski & Pietrzak, 2015).
Based on Purkyne’s work, Francis Galton later developed the fingerprint classification
system of spirals, loops and arches that are used for the modern-day analysis of
fingerprints. Galton went on to state that the probability for a papillary line pattern to be
repeated in the human population was “1 in 64 billion” (Galton, 1892). It has been
empirically established that no one shares the same overall fingerprint pattern, not even
identical twins, nor do any two fingers have the same pattern (De Forest et al.,
1983/2013; Kaye, 1995; Wilshire, 1996). Dr. Henry Fauld’s suggestion in 1880 soon
became a reality; in 1902, the first criminal conviction using fingerprints as permissible
evidence was made (Wilshire, 1996). Due to their probative value and uniqueness
between individuals, fingerprints for approximately one hundred years, have been the
main forensic evidence used for human identification (Hefetz, Einot, Faerman, Horowitz,
& Almog, 2019).
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There are three different types of fingerprints observed in forensic investigations:
patent, latent, and plastic. A patent print, otherwise known as a visible print, occurs when
an individual’s finger has been contaminated with a substance such as blood or ink that
would allow for a fingermark to be detectable and visualized. A plastic print occurs when
an individual makes an indentation into material that is soft (clay, wax etc.) and leaves
behind a mold of the friction ridge pattern of the fingerprint (De Forest, Gaensslen, &
Lee, 1983/2013; Wilshire, 1996; Yamashita et al., 2014). Both visible/patent and plastic
prints can be documented and analyzed without any further fingerprint development or
enhancement techniques (Hawthorne, 2009). Latent fingerprints, on the contrary, are
usually invisible and not easily visualized by the naked eye (Lee & Gaensslen, 2001).
Latent fingerprints are the most common type of print evidence found at crime scenes
(Lee & Joullié, 2015). For latent fingerprints to be detected and analyzed, they first need
to be developed.
The chemical composition of latent fingerprint residue is crucial in the process of
a print being deposited onto an object. The composition also plays a role in the process of
developing and visualizing latent fingerprints. On the friction ridge skin of a finger are
eccrine sweat glands which secrete fluid (sweat) that is mainly composed of water, and a
weak mixture of organic and inorganic constituents. Amino acids, fatty acids, proteins,
and sugars are among several of the organic materials secreted. Inorganic materials such
as potassium and sodium are secreted from the sweat glands. An eccrine fingerprint is
deposited when the sweat components on the friction ridge skin are transferred to the
surface of a substrate (De Forest, Gaensslen, & Lee, 1983/2013). The composition of an
eccrine print may be altered by the presence of an oily substance known as sebum.
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Sebaceous glands are located all throughout the body except for the hands and feet. The
transfer of sebum to the fingertips through contact with one’s hair or face is the most
common basis for the deposition of sebaceous prints onto a substrate (Girod,
Ramotowski, & Weyermann, 2012). Due to the presence of sweat and/or sebum, touching
a surface may produce an invisible mirrored copy of a friction ridge pattern, otherwise
known as a latent fingerprint. A latent fingerprint must be visualized through
development and enhancement techniques.
Various techniques for latent fingerprint development have been employed over
the years. The visualization of latent fingerprints by powder dusting is one of the oldest
fingerprint development methods (Forgeot, 1891). This dusting method uses powder
particles that bind to the sweat and sebum residue left on a surface. The powder can range
from black to various colors as well as fluorescent powder that requires an alternate UV
light source for visualization (Lee & Gaensslen, 2001). Besides powder dusting as a
means of a “physical” development method, there are also chemical methods available to
enhance latent fingerprints.
The use of chemical reagents for developing latent fingerprints has been around
for over one hundred years. Chemical reactions take place between the substances (salt,
proteins, oil, amino acids etc.) deposited by a fingerprint and the chemical reagents used
to detect latent prints (Hawthorne, 2009). For forensic science applications, ninhydrin
was the first known chemical reagent used. Ninhydrin reacts with the amino acids and
proteins to form a purple colored print (Ruhemann, 1910). The next available reagent,
known as 1,8-Diazafluoren-9-one (DFO), made its appearance in 1990. Pounds, Grigg, &
Mongkolaussavaratana (1990) discovered that DFO, like ninhydrin, reacts with amino
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acids but produces a reddish pink fingerprint. Seven years later, the 1,2-indanedione
compound was synthesized. 1,2-indanedione reacts with amino acids to produce pink
colored prints (Almog & Glasner, 2010). Besides the visible colored prints that are
produced after application of these reagents, being that they are fluorescent dyes, they are
capable of producing enhanced prints when illuminated with a specific excitation
wavelength of light. These are just several of the reagents utilized for latent print
development. In the process of choosing the most suitable latent fingerprint development
method the type of substrate should be taken into consideration.
In casework that involves questioned documents, porous substrates such as paper
are commonly observed. Sebaceous and eccrine prints can penetrate and absorb into
porous substrates. Both physical and chemical methods can be used for porous surfaces
but when latent prints are older than a day on porous surfaces, chemical techniques are
necessary (Wilshire, 1996). Amino acids have a high affinity to the cellulose found in
paper substrates and are often targeted by chemical reagents (Almog, 2001). Ninhydrin is
a relatively useful reagent for developing latent fingerprints on porous surfaces.
However, background interference due to reagent coloration and the solubility of the
printing ink are among the several disadvantages for the application of ninhydrin on
paper substrates (Yang & Lian, 2014). DFO has been found to be a more potent chemical
reagent for latent fingerprint development than ninhydrin. It takes approximately 100 to
200 ng of ninhydrin to develop a latent fingerprint as compared to about 1 to 10 ng of
DFO (Thornton, 2011). A field study performed in 2005 showed that DFO is more
sensitive, consistently produced a larger number of valuable (identifiable) latent prints
than when ninhydrin was used (Wilkinsona, Rumsby, Babin, Merritt, & Marsh, 2005).
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For latent fingerprint development, 1,2-indanedione exhibits several advantages
over the previously mentioned and other commonly used chemical reagents. Multiple
studies have been conducted that display the effectiveness of 1,2-indanedione. In one
study, the authors compared the use of 1,2-indanedione to ninhydrin, DFO, 5methylthioninhydrin (5-MTN), and lawsone on a variety of porous substrates. The
authors concluded that the use of 1,2-indanedione produced the greatest enhancement of
latent fingerprints out of all the reagents. They also observed improved visualization of
prints on colored cardboard and white paper after using 1,2-indanedione. This discovery
further expanded the diversity of substrates that can be processed for latent prints with the
help of 1,2-indanedione (Berdejo, Rowe, & Bond, 2012).
Another study assessed and graded the quality of latent fingerprints deposited
onto train tickets by developing the prints with 1,2-indanedione, DFO, and ninhydrin.
The train tickets had a unique surface composed of cellulose paper layer and a thermalsensitive layer. Despite the complicated composition of the train tickets, 1,2-indanedione
produced high quality prints on both the cellulose and thermal-sensitive layer for 84%
(419 out of 500) of the tested tickets. DFO and ninhydrin had a success rate of 74% and
67%, respectively (Levin-Elad, Liptz, Bar-Or, & Almog, 2017). The use of 1,2indanedione is a viable option for developing invisible fingerprints found on various
paper substrates. Besides latent prints, a criminal can leave behind further invisible
evidence that is very useful to investigators for human identification purposes.
Fingerprints, for many years, have been the main forensic evidence used for
human identification (Hefetz et al., 2019). This changed when Gill, Jeffreys, & Werrett
(1985) discovered that DNA from biological samples (blood, semen) could be used to
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distinguish individuals from each other. Twelve years later, in 1997, a study concluded
that “touch DNA” from fingerprints could be used to generate genetic profiles (van
Oorschot & Jones, 1997). Touch DNA is not attributed to a body fluid but refers to a
combination of cellular and cell-free DNA that is deposited through the act of touching or
handling an object (Burrill, Daniel, & Frascione, 2019).
According to a principle proposed by Dr. Locard, there is always a shared
exchange of material when two objects come into contact with each other; otherwise
simply put as “every contact leaves a trace” (Gooch & Williams, 2015). Just as when an
individual touches an object and transfers the components that make up a fingerprint, the
outer layer of non-living epithelial cells from the skin can also be transferred to that
object. These sloughed cells can provide a source of DNA (Wiegand & Kleiber, 1997).
The act of touching may also deposit what is known as cell-free DNA. The presence of
cell-free DNA in the human body is the result of “accidental” cell death (necrosis) and/or
“programmed” cell death (apoptosis). When a cell dies, the DNA inside the cell is
released and circulated throughout the body. It was discovered that cell-free DNA can be
contained within the sweat deposited onto touched objects (Quinones & Daniel, 2012).
The combination of cell-bound and cell-free DNA can be recovered from touched objects
with commonly used DNA collection methods.
A common DNA recovery technique is the swabbing of the area or evidence of
interest with a cotton or synthetic nylon swab. The double swab technique utilizes a wet
cotton swab followed by a dry cotton swab to the area of interest. The double swab
technique was applied to various touched objects and showed improvements in DNA
recovery; 60% of the second dry swabs contained enough DNA to yield a DNA profile.
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This indicated that a single wet swab might not be effective to recover DNA from
touched objects (Pang & Cheung, 2007).
Other common DNA collection techniques include simply cutting a portion of the
evidence, or tape lifting the cellular material off the evidence. These techniques have
been successfully used for various substrates such as clothing, fabric, and paper (Dalal,
2018; Hall & Fairley, 2004; Thomasma, 2012). For DNA casework, the use of mini-tape
has an 80% success rate for DNA recovery (Hall & Fairley, 2004). The authors of one
study observed that both tape lifting and dry swabbing of fingerprints on printer paper
yielded successful DNA profiles. The tape lifting with Scotch poster tape yielded a 100%
success rate in generating full DNA short tandem repeat (STR) profiles (Dalal, 2018).
The cutting method proved to be advantageous in recovering touch DNA from handled
clothes (Thomasma, 2012). The collection of DNA is a vital first step in obtaining a DNA
profile from evidence submitted for casework, but as with all things, it comes with its
disadvantages as well.
The integration of DNA profiling into casework that involves handwritten
documents as evidence can sometimes cause a dilemma for forensic investigators. As
mentioned previously, processing porous substrates for latent fingerprints with chemical
reagents has proven successful. The generation of a DNA profile from a touched object
such as a handwritten note is also a possibility. However, while DNA profiling and latent
fingerprint development are two methods for human identification, it is often the case that
they are incompatible with each other. There are two workflow options when dealing
with questioned documents that can possibly develop both latent fingerprints and a DNA
profile. The first option is latent print development followed by DNA recovery;
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however common chemical latent fingerprint development techniques affect the amount
of DNA recovered from paper substrates. One study concluded that latent fingerprint
enhancement with the use of chemical reagents led to a 60% average reduction in DNA
yield from various paper substrates (Sewell et al., 2008). DNA profiling after using latent
fingerprint development is not a guaranteed success (Bhoelai, de Jong, de Puit, & Sijen,
2011). This can further be supported by the study done by Lee, Yim, & Eom (2019) in
which they concluded that 1,2-indanedione treated samples were only able to produce
partial DNA STR profiles. They also concluded that after samples were treated with DFO
and 1,2-indanedione, DNA concentration levels decreased compared to untreated
samples.
The second option is DNA recovery followed by latent print development. The
problem with this option is that it was discovered that common DNA collection
techniques, such as wet swabbing and tape lifting, were very damaging and destructive to
the quality of latent fingerprints on non-porous substrates such as glass. For porous
substrates like paper, the amino acids soak below into the substrate, therefore the surface
can be processed without damaging the print. Dry swabbing was the least destructive to
prints on porous substrates, while wet swabbing was also very damaging to prints on
porous substrates such as copy paper (Fieldhouse, Oravcova, & Walton-Williams,
2016). Dalal (2018) demonstrated that some tapes, used for the tape-lifting method, are
nondestructive. In her study, lifting had a greater success rate (76%) of leaving behind a
valuable print compared to that of the dry swabbing method (57%). The problem with
this method is that the location of the prints was known beforehand. In casework, the
evidence would have to be developed to reveal the prints. These collection methods also
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only allow for the collection of DNA from small areas. Due to the possibility of
destroying evidence with either the commonly employed DNA collection methods or
latent fingerprint development techniques, a forensic investigator would have to make a
decision of which type of evidence would be of more probative value to the case. The
potential for generating a DNA profile may come at the cost of losing a very valuable
latent fingerprint. An obvious solution to this problem would be an approach where both
latent fingerprints and DNA can be collected without loss or damage.
In 2019, McLaughlin (2019) proposed a novel method for the collection of DNA
from copy paper. This method utilizes a non-destructive homemade vacuum system that
allows for collection of biological debris from a large surface area without prior
knowledge of where prints are located. Processing the whole surface also targets DNA on
biological material sloughed off by the palm or edge of the writer’s hand. DNA recovery
and DNA profiling proved to be feasible, having yielded >70% of useful DNA profiles. It
was also discovered that this new method, unlike most other DNA collection methods,
did not have a negative effect on the quality of latent fingerprints on copy paper
(McLaughlin, 2019).
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Study Goal
Prior to casework implementation, the novel vacuum method proposed by
McLaughlin (2019) needs to be tested under different conditions, e.g. on different paper
substrates. Accordingly, this small validation was designed to cover other paper types
such as notebook paper, bank deposit slips, magazine pages, and manila envelopes. To
account for differences in individual shedding propensities the same volunteers were
asked to create handwritten documents on each of these substrates (Kanokwongnuwut,
Martin, Kirkbride, & Linacre 2018). It is expected that the size of the paper and the paper
material will have an effect on DNA recovery rates.
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2. Methods and Materials
Human male volunteers were recruited and asked to sign a consent form for
participation in a research study as approved by the CUNY internal review board
(IRB#2017-0306). The various paper types used in this study include white copy paper
(8.5” x 11”, multipurpose, 20lb, Staples, Framingham, MA), ruled notebook pages (8” x
10.5”, Five Star, Lake Zurich, IL), bank deposit slips (3.5” x 7.5”), magazine pages (8” x
10.5”, US Weekly), and orange manila envelopes (6” x 9”, Quality Park, Beresford, SD).
Prior to each sample collection, the paper substrate being used, a 9” Carolina glass pipette
(Carolina, Burlington, NC), and a BIC ballpoint pen were irradiated for 30 minutes in an
Air Science UV-Box (Air Science, Fort Meyers, FL).
2.1 Sample Collection
Volunteers wrote the same short text on each paper type using the irradiated pen.
These volunteers came back on separate days for each writing sample so that each
volunteer contributed a sample on each type of paper; they did not wash their hands, and
deliberately pressed down several fingers of their non-dominant hand unto each paper
substrate to deposit latent prints while writing.
2.2. DNA Collection
Immediately after sample collection, the paper substrate was suspended off the
benchtop using magnetic clips mounted on wooden blocks. As seen in Figure 1, two 12”
bulldog clips were added to the setup to help keep the paper stretched out and aid in
vacuum collection.
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Figure 1: Overview of sample setup for DNA collection.
A cotton swab, cut to the correct length so the swab head rested against the
narrow opening, was placed into a 9” Carolina glass pipette and 20 μL of 0.1% Triton™
X-100 (Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was pipetted onto the swab. With the cotton
swab placed in the glass pipette, the pipette was attached to a rubber hose connected to a
benchtop vacuum source. DNA was recovered from the entirety of the handwritten note
using the vacuum system developed by McLaughlin (2019), as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Overview of the vacuuming process.
The first DNA collection method was called the “single pass vacuum method”
and employed for the first 5 volunteers. The DNA collected from the next 10 volunteers
were subjected to a more rigorous vacuum deemed the “double back vacuum method”.
After DNA collection, the entirety of the cotton swab was cut into an irradiated 1.5 ml
Eppendorf Tube and either immediately underwent DNA extraction or was placed into a
-20oC freezer. The paper substrate was stored in an envelope at room temperature for
subsequent latent fingerprint development.
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2.3. DNA Collection Optimization
“Single Pass Vacuum Method”
The samples collected from the first group of 5 volunteers were processed with
the “single pass vacuum method”. The “single pass vacuum method” consists of a single
pass for each horizontal line. Starting from the left edge of the paper substrate, the
opening of the pipette was guided over the paper horizontally to the right edge at a
constant pace. The pipette was lifted up while always being in contact with the paper to
ensure proper suction was being applied, and to increase the maximum possible amount
of biological material collected. On the line below, the pipette was guided from the right
edge back to the left edge. This was repeated until the entirety of the document was
vacuumed. Due to low DNA yields, the method for collection was modified.
“Double Back Vacuum Method”
The “double back vacuum method” was used for the samples collected from the
second group of 10 volunteers. The “double back vacuum method” matches the process
used by McLaughlin (2019), in which the notes were “vacuumed” by methodically
guiding the pipette opening back and forth multiple times during each full horizontal pass
of the substrate. The procedure for each horizontal pass from one side of the paper to the
other is three seconds forward followed by one second backwards. This is repeated
methodically from one edge of the paper to the other edge and is done for each line to
ensure the most biological material is collected. Just like the “single pass vacuum
method”, the pipette slightly pulled upwards on the substrate throughout the entire
collection process. It is ideal to avoid losing suction between the vacuum and the paper
substrate and to have the pipette in contact with the paper at all times.
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2.4. DNA Extraction
DNA extractions were performed using a slightly modified version of the method
described in Forsberg et al. (2016). The DNA on the cotton swabs was digested and lysed
with 300μl of 5% Chelex 100 Resin (Biorad, Hercules, CA), 3μl of 0.1 μg/μl Proteinase
K (Promega, Madison, WI) and 6μl of 0.2% Tween 20 (Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO),
making sure the cotton swab was completely submerged. Samples were incubated at
room temperature for 30 minutes with occasional vortexing, followed by incubation and
shaking on an Eppendorf ThermoMixer at 56°C for 45 minutes. The next incubation was
performed at 100°C for 10 minutes on a heating block. Samples were then cooled on ice
for 10 minutes. The substrate (cotton swab) was removed and placed in a spin basket with
a Dolphin tube (Midscientific, St. Louis, MO). Each sample substrate was spun down at
1500 RCF for 5 minutes to collect any of the remaining lysate soaked into the cotton
swab.
After substrate removal, Microcon DNA Fast-Flow Filters (MW100, Milllipore
Sigma, St Louis, MO) were prepared for nucleic acid purification and concentration of
the sample liquid. The Microcon membrane was pre-coated with 20 μl of Poly-A RNA
(10ng/μl; Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) solution. Sample extracts were then added to
their respective Microcon membrane filter unit and centrifuged at 500 RCF for 30
minutes. If it appeared that more than 5 µL remained above the membrane, the sample
was centrifuged for 3 additional minutes at 500 RCF. This step was repeated until the
volume appeared to be low enough. The DNA fraction was recovered by applying 20 μl
of 0.1X TE buffer to the membrane followed by inverting the filter unit and centrifuging
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at 1,000 RCF for 3 minutes. Samples were processed immediately for DNA quantitation
or stored at -20°C.
2.5. DNA Quantification
DNA Extracts along with negative extraction controls were quantified using the
Life Technologies Quantifiler Trio Kit on the Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 5 RealTime PCR system (both Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). All DNA extracts
were from male volunteers. This particular assay includes three human targets (small
autosomal, large autosomal, and Y-chromosome), which allows for the simultaneous
testing of total human and male DNA. The small autosomal target was used as the
primary quantification target for DNA concentrations of the samples and to calculate the
total DNA. The large autosomal target was used to test the quality of the DNA and for
any degradation of DNA. The Y-chromosome target indicated the amount of male DNA
present (Applied Biosystems, 2017). A virtual standard curve consisting of DNA
concentrations of 50 ng/µL, 5 ng/µL, 0.5 ng/µL, 0.05 ng/µL, and 0.005 ng/µL was
employed for the calculation of DNA concentrations. The standard curve is a regression
line that is generated by the HID Real-Time PCR Analysis Software v1.3. After each
cycle, the amount of fluorescence generated by amplicon is recorded. When the
fluorescent signal crosses the threshold, the cycle number at which this occurs is then
recorded. This is known as the cycle threshold value (CT). The CT is inversely
proportional to the various DNA standard concentrations. The regression is made by
plotting the cycle threshold (CT) of quantification standard concentrations against the
known starting quantity of the DNA standards. The CT value for DNA extracts is then
plotted onto the regression line of the DNA standards to calculate the quantity of DNA
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(Applied Biosystems, 2017). The assay also included an internal positive control (IPC) to
test for PCR amplification or inhibition.
Each well of a MicroAmp optical 96 well plate was prepared for quantitation with
5 μL of Quantifiler THP PCR Reaction Mix and 4 μL of Quantifiler Trio Primer Mix. To
their respective well, 2 μL of each sample as well as any extraction negative was added.
Two non-template controls (NTCs), containing no DNA template were used to ensure
there was no contamination of the Quantifiler Trio reagents. Prior to quantitation, all
bubbles were removed by centrifuging for 30 seconds at 3000 rpm using the Eppendorf
5430R centrifuge. The thermal cycler was set to a total of 29 cycles with the following
conditions: initial activation step for 11 min at 95°C, denaturation for 20 seconds at 94°C,
annealing for 3 minutes at 59°C, extension for 10 minutes at 60°C.

2.6 Latent Fingerprint Development
Handwritten notes were processed for latent fingerprints after waiting at least 24
hours after sample/DNA collection. The procedure for latent fingerprint development was
followed according to McLaughlin (2019). Since copy paper, notebook paper, deposit
slips, and manila envelopes are porous substrates and magazine paper is semi-porous, a
chemical latent print developing technique approach was taken to target the amino acids
soaked into the substrates. The latent fingerprints were chemically developed using
Sirchie 1,2-indanedione Fluorescing Amino Acid reagent. While being suspended, each
paper substrate was sprayed with a prepared solution of 1,2-indanedione and allowed to
air dry. They were then placed inside of a Bio-Rad heat box at 70°C for approximately 20
minutes. A beaker holding approximately 100 ml of deionized water was placed inside
the heat box to add humidity. The humidity helps in developing the latent prints when
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using 1,2-indanedione. When placed into a 100°C oven with a beaker of deionized water,
latent prints can be reconstituted after being stored for several months. The paper
substrates were taken out of the heat box and exposed to a wavelength of 505 nm from a
Crimescope CS-16 Alternate Light Source (Spex Forensics, Piscataway, NJ). The
developed prints were photographed with a 60mm NIKKOR f/2.8D macro lens attached
to a Nikon D-7100. The following camera settings were used: f-stop of 11, and an ISO
setting of 400 with a 6 second delay. An internal f-stop of the lens was set to 32. To
visualize the fluorescently colored latent prints, an orange Tiffen filter was attached to the
lens (McLaughlin, 2019). In most cases, to include a ruler, isolated latent prints were
taken at a 1:2-1:4 lens ratio. Photographs were also taken of overlapping prints and the
overall view of the documents with higher lens ratios.
For fingerprint data, the number of recognizable latent prints deposited onto the
various paper types was counted. From these recognizable prints, they were separated
into two categories: “of value” and “no value”. To determine whether a print was “of
value” the print had to have 10 visible minutiae or “events” occurring. Prints with less
than 10 visible minutiae were counted as “no value”. Overlapping prints were counted as
“no value” (De Forest, Gaensslen, & Lee, 1983/2013). Training for fingerprint
examination was provided by Mr. Patrick McLaughlin, a former NYPD detective with
latent print examination experience. Prints were also examined by Mr. McLaughlin for
confirmation purposes.

2.7. Statistical Analysis
Since different volunteers were used for the two vacuum methods, the results
were independent. A non-parametric statistical test, the Mann-Whitney U test, was used
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to evaluate the statistical difference in DNA yields between the two collection methods.
To compare the statistical difference in DNA yields between paper types using the
“double back vacuum method”, the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used
because the same donors were utilized for each substrate. The statistical tests were
performed using an online statistical software program (Social Science Statistics, 2018)
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3. Results
3.1 DNA Quantitation Results
For the first set of handwritten documents, DNA recovery involved a single pass
over each area of the paper (“single pass vacuum method”). Each set of extractions
produced clean extraction negatives with a 0.00 ng/µl DNA concentration. The quantity
of recovered DNA, in nanograms (ng), from this first set of volunteers (n=5) is displayed
as whisker plots in Figure 3.

Figure 3. DNA quantitation levels (ng) across different paper substrates using the
“Single Pass Vacuum Method” (n=5). The bottom whisker represents the minimum value
in the data series excluding outliers. The box shows the interquartile range (IQR),
represents 50% of the data and consists of the first quartile (Q1), the median line and the
third quartile (Q3). The “x” represents the average DNA yield for each paper substrate
and the top line represents the maximum value excluding outliers.
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When using the “single pass vacuum method”, the average total amount of DNA
recovered from each paper substrate was low. The lowest average of total DNA (0.01 ng)
recovered with this collection method originated from the handwritten notes on deposit
slips. The magazine paper produced an average DNA yield of 0.09 ng and the use of
manila envelopes resulted in an average DNA yield of 0.06 ng. The DNA recovered from
the notebook paper and copy paper produced the highest average yields of 0.14 ng.
Additionally, as seen in Figure 3, there is a wide range of total DNA yield (ng) between
volunteers within the same paper substrate. This difference between volunteers reflects
the biological variation of touch DNA deposits. The yields for copy paper were lower
than the ones obtained by McLaughlin (2019). For many of the various substrates
processed with the “single pass vacuum method” DNA concentrations were below
4pg/µl, indicating that further testing would not have been able to produce a sufficiently
informative DNA STR profile (see Table 1)
Table 1: Percent “single pass vacuum” samples with sufficient DNA for an informative
STR profile

Copy Paper

Samples with DNA
concentrations >= 4pg/µL
2 (40%)

Samples with DNA
concentrations < 4pg/µL
3 (60%)

Notebook Paper

2 (40%)

3 (60%)

Deposit Slip

0 (0%)

5 (100%)

Magazine

1 (20%)

4 (80%)

Manila Envelope

1 (20%)

4 (80%)

Substrate
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After observing that the “single pass vacuum method” was ineffective in its
ability to collect DNA, the “double back vacuum method” was employed for the second
set of volunteers (n=10). The average total DNA yield of each paper substrate using the
“double back vacuum method” is shown in the whisker plots of Figure 4.

Figure 4. DNA quantitation levels (ng) across different paper substrates using the
“Double Back Vacuum Method” (n=10). The bottom whisker represents the minimum
value in the data series excluding outliers. The box shows the interquartile range (IQR),
represents 50% of the data, and consists of the first quartile (Q1), the median line and the
third quartile (Q3). The “x” represents the average DNA yield for each paper substrate
and the top line represents the maximum value excluding outliers. The dots represent the
outliers that are greater than 2.698 standard deviations outside of the normal distribution
of data.
Compared to the “single pass vacuum method” DNA quantitation levels indicate
that recovery was improved. As seen in Table 2, all substrates produced a higher average
total DNA yield, with the exception of a slight decrease for the magazine pages.
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Table 2: Summary table of average total DNA yields and significance testing results
Mean (Total
DNA in ng)

Significance Testing

Copy Paper (“Single Pass
Vacuum Method”)

0.14 ± 0.14

U- value = 14.5
z- score = 1.22
p- value = 0.222

Copy Paper (“Double Back
Vacuum Method”)

0.29± 0.29
Not significant at U < 8; p < 0.05.
U value = 22
z- score = 0.31
p- value = 0.76

Notebook (“Single Pass
Vacuum Method”)

0.14 ± 0.11

Notebook Paper (“Double
Back Vacuum Method”)

0.33 ± 0.57

Deposit Slip (“Single Pass
Vacuum Method”)

0.01 ±0.01

U value = 5
z- score = 2.39
p- value = 0.02

Deposit Slip (“Double Back
Vacuum Method”)

0.07 ± 0.10

Significant at U < 8; p < 0.05.

Magazine (“Single Pass
Vacuum Method”)

0.09 ± 0.16

U -value = 20
z-score = 0.55
p- value = 0.

Magazine (“Double Back
Vacuum Method”)

0.06 ± 0.05

Not significant at U < 8; p < 0.05

Manila Envelope (“Single
Pass Vacuum Method”)

0.06 ± 0.05

U- value = 4
z-score = 2.51
p- value = 0.01

Manila Envelope (“Double
Back Vacuum Method”)

0.39 ± 0.33

Significant at U < 8; p < 0.05.

Not significant at U < 8; p < 0.05.
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Also displayed in Table 2 are the significance testing results using the MannWhitney U test to evaluate if DNA yield differences between the two vacuum methods
were significant. A U-value less than 8 and p –value less than 0.05 signified that
differences for the compared averages were statistically significant. Although not
significantly different from the “single pass vacuum method” both notebook paper and
copy paper more than doubled in average DNA yield with notebook paper yielding 0.32
ng and copy paper yielding an average of 0.29 ng. There was a significant difference in
the average DNA yield between the vacuum methods for deposit slips and manila
envelopes. The use of the “double back vacuum method” produced a seven-fold increase
in the average DNA yield for deposit slips (0.07 ng). It should be noted that the two
outliers affected the average DNA total yield. When taking the outliers into account, this
method was still able to collect double the amount of DNA from deposit slips than when
the “single pass vacuum method” was employed.
The paper substrate that recorded the highest average DNA yield was the manila
envelope. Manila envelopes were too thick to allow for air to pass through and the
vacuum had less suction. After recognizing this, the envelopes were cut into a single
layer. This improved air flow and vacuum suction. This improvement, in addition to
using the “double back” vacuum collection method resulted in an average DNA yield of
0.39 ng, a significant difference from the DNA yielded from the “single pass vacuum
method”.
The quantity of recovered DNA varied from donor to donor but showed a trend
that can be explained by the different sizes and surface properties of the tested paper
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types. Copy and notebook paper had the same size and similar yields. As seen in Table 3,
the Wilcoxon Test produced a p-value of 0.960 between copy paper and notebook paper,
indicating that the difference between their average DNA yields was statistically not
significant.
Table 3. P - values obtained after statistical evaluation of DNA quantitation levels for
different paper substrates using the “Double Back Vacuum Method”

Copy Paper

Notebook Paper

Deposit Slip

Notebook Paper

Deposit Slip

Magazine

Envelope

0.960

0.005

0.006

0.881

Deposit Slip

Magazine

Envelope

0.059

0.016

0.242

Magazine

Envelope

0.719

0.016

Envelope
Magazine

0.005

* Wilcoxon Test: result significant at p<0.05
When comparing deposit slips to the larger copy paper, there was a significant
statistical difference with a p-value of 0.005. With a p-value of 0.016 there was also a
significant difference between deposit slips and manila envelopes for the amount of DNA
recovered. The DNA recovery yield from magazine paper was statistically different from
copy paper, notebook paper and manila envelopes with p-values of 0.006, 0.016 and
0.005, respectively. For the manila envelopes, the double layer of paper drastically
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decreased air flow into the vacuum. When the envelopes were cut to a single layer, they
produced the highest yield of DNA out of all the paper substrates.

Table 4. Comparison of Average DNA Concentration levels in (pg/µl) *

Copy Paper

McLaughlin (2019)
14.73 ± 14.44
(n=11)

"Single Pass
Vacuum Method”
(n=5)

"Double Back
Vacuum Method”
(n=10)

4.26 ±3.85

Notebook
Paper

N/A

4.00 ± 2.67

Deposit Slip Magazine

N/A

Envelope

N/A

N/A

0.38 ± 0.22 3.66 ± 7.01 2.12 ± 2.23

11.09 ±10.37 11.94 ± 16.71 2.18 ± 2.70 2.09 ± 1.92

16.03 ±
13.03

* displayed are averages ± S.D.

The average DNA concentrations (pg/µl) for each paper type are listed in Table 4.
The data were converted to this format to compare the DNA concentrations to the
research done by McLaughlin (2019). The average concentration of DNA recovered from
copy paper, using the “single pass vacuum method”, was lower than the average DNA
concentration of McLaughlin (2019). The “double back vacuum method” produced an
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average DNA concentration level of 11.09 pg/µl (S.D. ± 10.37) compared to the average
DNA recovery rate of 14.73 pg/µl (S.D. ± 14.44) from the “single collection unwashed
hands series” of McLaughlin (2019). DNA concentrations are correlated to genotyping
success using commercial multiplex kits for forensically relevant short tandem repeats
(STRs), e.g. GlobalFiler (Ludeman et al., 2018). Only a few of the study samples were
tested for STRs (data not shown). The GlobalFiler kit available in Dr. Prinz’ laboratory
allows for 15µL of DNA to be added, meaning amounts of 4pg/µL would allow for the
amplification of 60pg, which, based on the manufacturer’s validation, would result in full
to almost complete profiles (Ludeman et al., 2018). Lower DNA amounts could still yield
partial results, but for DNA database eligibility more informative profiles using the
4pg/µL threshold is more relevant. As seen in Table 5, of the second sample set
processed with the “double back vacuum” method, the larger and rougher paper
substrates could have theoretically produced full to almost complete STR profiles.

Table 5: Percent “double back vacuum” samples with sufficient DNA for an informative
STR profile (n=10).

Copy Paper

Samples with DNA
concentrations >= 4pg/µL
70%

Samples with DNA
concentrations < 4pg/µL
30%

Notebook Paper

60%

40%

Deposit Slip

20%

80%

Magazine

10%

90%

Manila Envelope

90%

10%

Substrate
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3.2. Latent Fingerprint Development
At least 24 hours after sample and DNA collection, paper substrates were
processed for latent prints using 1,2-indanedione. The 1,2-indanedione reagent reacts
with the amino acids deposited from latent fingerprints to produce a visible print.

(A)

(B)

Figure 5 (A&B). Latent Fingerprints developed with 1,2-indanedione. Figure 5A is an
example of an “Of Value” print with 10 labeled minutiae. Figure 5B is an example of a
“No Value” latent print with not enough detail visible.
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(A)

(D)

(B)

(C)

(E)

Figures 6 (A-E): “Of Value” Latent fingerprints developed with 1,2–indanedione after
DNA collection (Top row from left to right: (A) Notebook paper, (B) copy paper, (C)
deposit slip. Bottom row from left to right: (D) magazine paper, (E) manila envelope).
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Figure 7. Pictured is an overlapping cluster of amino acid deposition on a manila
envelope after latent fingerprint development.
As seen in Figure 6 (A-E), fingerprints were successfully developed and detected
on all paper substrates. Friction ridge detail quality was not affected by the vacuum
collection process. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the overall deposition of amino acids
onto the manila envelope appeared to show no signs of alteration after the vacuum pipette
passed over the entirety of the envelope. This held true for all paper types.
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Table 6. Comparison of total number of “Of Value” and “No Value” developed
fingerprints per substrate

Copy
Paper
(n=11)

Notebook
Paper
(n=11)

Deposit
Slip
(n=10)

Magazine
(n=7)

Envelope
(n=7)

Recognizable
(Total)

58

47

19

9
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Of Value

29 (50%)

26 (55%)

11 (58%)

6 (67%)

16 (52%)

No Value

29 (50%)

21 (45%)

8 (42%)

3 (33%)

15 (48%)

% of documents
with
at least one
“Of Value” print

64.6

54.5

50.0

28.6

42.9

Table 6 shows that overall print detection success rates varied for different paper
types, with higher values for copy paper and the lowest success rate for magazine paper.
The research design of having volunteers hold and write on the paper generated
overlapping and smudged prints (for example Figure 7), as would be expected in a real
case. It would be reasonable to say that the success rates for the larger paper types such as
copy paper, notebook paper, and envelopes were affected by the overlapping prints and
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the cluster of biological material deposited by volunteers. The combination of these two
factors decreased the number of potentially detectable latent prints. The low success rate
of obtaining at least one “Of Value” print, as well as the low number of recognizable
prints on magazine paper can be explained by the fact that there was a small amount of
amino acid deposition observed after development with 1,2-indanedione for the detection
of latent prints.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
Handwritten documents, oftentimes being a key piece of evidence recovered from
a crime scene, can provide critical information for investigators. The suspect, through the
act of touching the document, may leave behind fingerprints and DNA invisible to the
naked eye. The possible presence of latent prints on paper substrates would compel an
investigator to develop the paper to expose the fingerprints and, in the process, possibly
damage DNA left behind. Processing for DNA first may lead to a decrease in the quality
of the latent prints.
With the development of a non-destructive vacuum method by McLaughlin
(2019), the future workflow for processing handwritten documents could change. With
proven success of obtaining DNA profiles with no effect to latent print quality on
standard copy paper, there no longer needs to be a concern for damaging valuable
fingerprints or indented writing in the process of recovering DNA from questioned
documents. However, a small validation on different paper types was needed before
casework implementation. This study examined the vacuum method on copy paper,
notebook paper, deposit slips, magazine paper and manila envelopes.
In this particular study, only male volunteers were asked to provide writing
samples on each paper type for the recovery of DNA and fingerprints. To mimic a
realistic scenario, they were not asked to wash their hands prior to sample collection.
There was a wide range of DNA yields between volunteers within the same paper
substrate. The “shedder status” of an individual is the most likely explanation for the
observed variation. It has been proposed that different people “shed” different quantities
of DNA onto touched objects. After analyzing numerous handprints, one study concluded
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that there was a considerable variation in the quantities deposited by individuals during
various times, with individuals being significantly better or worse shedders of DNA than
others (Goray, Fowler, Szkuta, & Van Oorschot, 2016). A more recent study was able to
support this conclusion. Fonneløp, Ramse, Egeland, & Gill (2017) were able to
distinguish individuals by their shedder status and showed that shedder status had a
significant impact on DNA deposits. It has been demonstrated that males are better
shedders of DNA than females (Fonneløp, Ramse, Egeland, & Gill, 2017; Goray, Fowler,
Szkuta, & Van Oorschot, 2016; Kanokwongnuwut, Martin, Kirkbride, & Linacre, 2018;
Manoli et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2019). Since this study recruited all male volunteers, male
status would not be an influence on the variation of DNA deposition. There are
conflicting studies on whether other factors such as, age or hand dominance contribute to
an individual’s shedder status (Goray et al., 2016; Manoli et al., 2016; Phipps &
Petricevic, 2007; Tan et al., 2019).
The trend observed in the average DNA recovery rate for both the first set of
volunteers (n=5), as well as the second set of volunteers (n=10), can be explained by the
different paper types. The rougher nature of the copy paper was expected to yield more
than that of notebook paper which was of similar size. This was expected because when
Daly, Murphy, & McDermott (2012) tested glass, fabric and wood for the recovery of
touch DNA, the rougher wood yielded the highest amount of DNA. One donor on
notebook paper had a high DNA quantitation reading causing notebook paper to have a
higher average yield than that of copy paper. Deposit slips with their smooth surface and
small size had a very low DNA yield. Magazine paper was very smooth and produced the
lowest yield of DNA. Being that sloughed epithelial cells hold onto porous substrates
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better than non-porous substrates, the low DNA yield for magazine paper may be
explained by its low porosity. (Daly et al., 2012). The semi-glossy magazine paper was
not ideal for the transfer of biological material, such as amino acids. After the fingerprint
development of the magazine pages with 1,2-indanedione, which targets amino acids, the
lack of friction ridge detail indicates that lower amounts of amino acid soaked in
compared to the other paper substrates.
After DNA collection of samples from the first five volunteers with the “single
pass vacuum method”, it was observed that the amount of DNA recovered from all paper
types was low, ranging from 0.01 to 0.14 ng with an average DNA concentration ranging
from 0.0004 to 0.004 pg/µl. When considering touched objects, the recovery rate of touch
DNA is oftentimes low (Aditya, Sharma, Bhattacharyya, & Chaudhuri, 2011; Zhou et al.,
2016). However, the DNA yields were lower than expected. After switching to the
“double back vacuum method”, the average DNA yield ranged from 0.06 to 0.39 ng with
an average DNA concentration of 2.09 to 16.03 pg/µl for all the samples collected from
the various paper types. The improved method also increased the percent theoretical STR
success rate for all paper types except for magazine paper. The mean concentrations,
after method improvement, were more consistent with previous research. In a study
comparing two collection methods for non-porous touched objects, the average DNA
concentration using the Omni-Matrix sample Collection System was 9.90 pg/µL and the
average concentration of DNA collected by swabbing was 21.19 pg/µL (Ramirez, 2019).
The vacuum collection technique produced lower DNA yields compared to
commonly used DNA collection techniques for porous substrates. A recent study
investigated the DNA recovery rate from fingerprints on copy paper. Two collection
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techniques were compared, a dry swabbing technique and a tape lifting technique. The
dry swabbing technique produced an average DNA concentration of 0.07 ng/µL and the
tape lifting yielded a 0.02 ng/µL (Dalal, 2018). The DNA concentration using the
“double back vacuum method” on copy paper was 0.01 ng/µL. Although producing a
lower DNA yield than the tape lifting and swabbing techniques, the vacuum method
holds certain advantages. In the study done by Dalal (2018), the fingerprints were
deposited in designated areas to avoid having to develop the paper to reveal the latent
prints. In a real case scenario, the paper would have to be processed either chemically or
physically to reveal the latent prints. As already shown, fingerprint development reduces
DNA yield (Sewell et al., 2008). The vacuum collection technique makes it possible to
collect touch DNA from the entirety of a questioned document without having prior
knowledge of where fingerprints were deposited. With the vacuum method, prior
fingerprint development is also not necessary because it has no effect on fingerprint
quality.
After changing the “single pass vacuum method” to the “double back vacuum
method”, used by McLaughlin (2019), the DNA yields improved for all paper types
except for magazine paper. Magazine paper having the lowest DNA yield, shows that
magazine paper is not ideal for the recovery of touch DNA using the dry vacuum
collection method. Sewell et al. (2008) demonstrated that cutting the magazine paper into
5 mm x 5 mm squares and performing DNA extraction with the DNeasy kit can improve
DNA yields. The prior research done by McLaughlin (2019) collected DNA only from
copy paper. When comparing the DNA recovery rate from copy paper, the average DNA
concentrations achieved by McLaughlin (2019) and the “double back vacuum method”
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were similar and overlapped with each other. Although the datasets were independent
from each other with the use of different volunteers, the data (Table 4) shows that the
collection technique is reproducible in the amount of DNA recovered. The data in Table
4 also shows that the exact collection technique is important for optimal DNA recovery
rate. To ensure that the most DNA can possibly be collected, it is recommended to follow
a slow and methodical collection process as described by the “double back vacuum
method”.
The process of handwriting not only leaves behind DNA but other biological
material, such as amino acids secreted from sweat glands. The paper substrates were
stored for at least 24 hours after DNA collection to allow for the amino acids to further
soak into the paper. Due to the research design, the paper substrates had to be processed
for latent fingerprints with chemical reagents (Wilshire, 1996). 1,2-indanedione was
employed for latent fingerprint development because it holds several advantages over
other commercially available chemical reagents (Berdejo et al., 2012). Fingerprints were
successfully detected on all paper types. These findings support the initial observation of
McLaughlin (2019) that the vacuum collection process does not result in the loss of
minutiae on latent prints developed on paper as seen in Figure 6 (A-E). The copy paper
possessed the most “of value” prints. Since it takes only one “of value” fingerprint to
make a successful comparison for human identification purposes, the percentage of
documents with at least one valuable print was recorded for each paper type. As already
discussed above, magazine paper had the lowest percentage of all the substrates.
This non-destructive vacuuming technique should be implemented into casework
for DNA recovery from questioned documents for the following reasons: the method has
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no effect on latent print development, and therefore there is a minimal risk of damaging
prints in the attempt of collecting DNA. After vacuum method improvement, all of the
paper substrates yielded high enough DNA concentrations that would be suitable for
subsequent genetic profiling, with copy paper producing a 70% theoretical STR success
rate, notebook paper 60%, deposit slip 20%, magazine paper 10%, and manila envelope
with a 90% success rate. Although there was a low success rate for magazine paper and
deposit slips in collecting enough DNA for subsequent DNA profiling, there is always a
possibility a suspect will leave behind enough DNA to generate a STR profile from any
paper type. Recovery and DNA extraction should always be attempted regardless of the
paper type. This method also requires no expensive equipment and minimal training
which translates to a very cost-effective way to process documents for DNA.

5. Future Studies
The vacuum method was applied immediately after sample collection. Since
immediate collection is unlikely in a real-life scenario, it may be of interest to perform
another experiment where DNA collection with the vacuum method is done at various
time points after volunteers provide written samples. It may also be worthwhile to
explore if DNA recovery with this vacuum method can be improved by using different
types of swabs and/or moistening agents.
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